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Abstract: This paper examines the resource block and power allocation in the power domain
non-orthogonal multiple access (PD-NOMA) based cellular device-to-device (D2D) systems.
To improve the energy efficiency of the D2D systems and to manage the mutual interference level as
well as the quality of service (QoS) requirement of cellular users, different power level is applied to
the D2D users sharing the same resource blocks (RBs) to the legacy users. It is essential to design
an efficient resource block and power allocation method for PD-NOMA based cellular D2D systems
which guarantee the successive interference cancellation (SIC) order in the power allocation solution.
In this paper, we propose an iterative algorithm of resource block and power allocation for cellular
D2D system which incorporates the SIC aware geometric water filling (GWF) method in the power
allocation solution. It is shown that the proposed SIC aware geometric water filling achieves higher
energy efficiency compared to iterative water-filling (IWF) power allocation and the GWF based
orthogonal multiple access (OMA) method.

Keywords: energy efficiency; PD-NOMA; RB allocation; power allocation; cellular D2D systems

1. Introduction

The ever-increasing number of mobile applications and user demands eventually diverse on
new technological and architectural solutions for the energy and spectrum efficient next generation
of cellular networks (i.e., 5G networks). The device-to-device (D2D) communication is one of the
technological solutions of 5G networks. In D2D communication, the cellular devices work as D2D
users communicate with each other bypassing the base station. The D2D communication efficiently
manages the proximity services such as local advertising, content sharing etc., among the users.
Initially, the cellular relay networks are considered as D2D communication, now it supports the local
demand of users such as content sharing, gaming, advertising, public safety [1,2]. In the cellular
D2D communication, the cellular users support mode selection techniques and work as D2D users to
communicate with other D2D users over the direct cellular link bypassing the base station [1,3].

For the spectrum efficiency of the cellular D2D systems, the D2D users share the same resource
blocks or spectrum of cellular users in an orthogonal or non-orthogonal way [4,5]. The D2D supported
in LTE and LTE-A networks utilize orthogonal multiple access (OMA) technique that uses a dedicated
portion of the spectrum for D2D users. However, the OMA supported D2D communication is
expensive due to the limitation of the spectrum. On the other hand, the next-generation cellular
networks consider the non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) technique as a candidate solution
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for spectrum sharing. In the OMA technique, devices are used the orthogonal spectrum to avoid
interference. In the NOMA technique, multiple devices can share the same spectrum using NOMA
successive interference cancellation (SIC) principles. The NOMA based spectrum sharing is considered
a better solution for D2D communication to improve spectrum efficiency [1,6].

In the NOMA supported D2D communication, the D2D, and cellular users utilize the same
spectrum in a non-orthogonal way. The power domain NOMA (PD-NOMA) is one type of NOMA
method that uses different power levels for users to provide services in the same spectrum or
resource block. In the NOMA cluster, if two users use the same spectrum, the user who has a higher
channel gain uses less power to avoid intra-cluster interference. At the receiver side in PD-NOMA,
each user applies the SIC method to decode the original signal from the superimposed signal [7].
In this work, we consider the resource allocation problem in PD-NOMA supported cellular D2D
networks. We also investigate the energy efficiency factor of cellular D2D systems utilizing PD-NOMA
method.The non-orthogonal resource allocation problem of cellular D2D systems need to address the
following issues:

• Does the PD-NOMA supported resource allocation consider the energy efficiency of the networks?
In this work, we consider an energy-efficient resource allocation method of downlink cellular
D2D systems. We formulate a joint radio resource and power allocation optimization problem of
PD-NOMA supported cellular D2D systems with the objective to maximize the energy efficiency
of the D2D system.

• Does the non-orthogonal resource allocation method consider the resource block association and
the QoS requirements of cellular users’ constraints?

In the joint optimization problem, we consider the RB association and minimum data
rate constraints.

• How does the SIC constraint consider in the resource allocation problem?

In the resource allocation problem, we consider the SIC constraint.
• Does the non-orthogonal resource allocation method satisfy the maximum power requirement of

the base station?

We consider the maximum power budget of each resource block and base station.
• Does the power allocation method in PD-NOMA consider the SIC decoding order?

In this work, we consider the above issues in the PD-NOMA based cellular D2D resource
allocation problem.

1.1. Related Works

The OMA and NOMA methods have been investigated in resource allocation problems in cellular
D2D systems [8–10]. A summary of these works and the solution approaches are given in Table 1. The
resource allocation in cellular D2D systems considers resource blocks (RBs) or subcarriers (SCs) and
power allocation to maximize the system efficiency in terms of spectrum efficiency (SE) and energy
efficiency (EE). Authors in [11,12] proposed an energy-efficient resource allocation method for OMA
supported D2D systems where one D2D pair shares one cellular user radio resource. An iterative
algorithm is proposed to satisfy the signal-to-interference-noise ratio (SINR) and data rate constraints
of D2D and cellular users. Similarly, in [8] authors considered the SINR and data rate constraints
in multi-class D2D resource allocation problems to improve the spectrum efficiency of the D2D
systems. In [8], the authors considered the geometric water filling (GWF) based power allocation
in OMA supported D2D systems. The geometric water filling is the proven method for the optimal
resource allocation in the communication networks and it shows the lowest complexity than the other
conventional water filling methods [13]. In this paper, we consider the SIC decoding order in the GWF
method and propose a novel power allocation solution for both D2D and cellular users sharing the
same resource block.
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Table 1. Summary of resource optimization problems in cellular device-to-device (D2D) networks.

Ref. Multiple Access Objective Resource Allocation Solution Approach
OMA NOMA SE EE RB or SC Power

[11] X X X X Iterative algorithm

[8] X X X X

Throughput efficient
subcarrier allocation (TESA)
and GWF based optimal
power allocation (GWFOPA)
algorithms

[9] X X X X Dual iterative algorithm

[10] X X X X
Matching theory and
sequential convex
programming

This work X X X X

Dinkelbach theorem based
iterative RB allocation and
SIC aware GWF based
power allocation algorithms

The NOMA method has been studied in [9,10] to maximize the sum rate of the cellular D2D
systems. The minimum data rate requirement of cellular users and SIC constraint are considered in [9].
Authors in [10] introduce the D2D group concept where many D2D pairs can share one cellular user
channel. However, the resource allocation policy is affected by the optimal choice of device grouping.
Different from the above work, we investigate the energy efficiency performance of the downlink
cellular D2D systems while considering the QoS requirement of cellular users, SIC decoding order,
power budget constraints and also adopt the GWF method in the power allocation solution.

1.2. Contributions and Organization

In this paper, we consider an energy-efficient resource allocation method of downlink cellular
D2D systems. We formulate a joint radio resource and power allocation optimization problem of
PD-NOMA supported cellular D2D systems. We modify the geometric water filling (GWF) method to
support the SIC and maximum power constraint. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We consider joint resource block and power allocation for D2D users, where the radio resource
allocation method supports a one-to-one resource block allocation constraint.

• To solve the joint optimization problem, the original problem is transformed into the subtractive
linear form and solved it according to the Dinkelbach theorem and iterative algorithm.

• The proposed iterative algorithm of resource block and power allocation method incorporates SIC
aware geometric water filling based power allocation which satisfies the NOMA SIC principle
during the user-RB power allocation procedure.

• It is shown that the proposed SIC aware geometric water filling achieves higher energy
efficiency compared to other power allocation approaches and the iterative water-filling-based
PD-NOMA method.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the system model for resource block
and power allocation in the cellular D2D system is described. The corresponding energy-efficient
resource optimization problem, objective and constraint sets are presented in Section 3. The proposed
iterative resource allocation method is described in Section 4. Section 5 provides the simulation results
of the proposed method. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2. System Model and Assumptions

We consider a PD-NOMA enabled D2D based cellular system, as shown in Figure 1, whereM
number of D2D pairs, are covered by a single cell B. For simplicity, we assume that the system
supports a total number of R resource blocks (RBs), indexed by r = {1, 2, 3, ...,R} jointly assigned
by the base station to all cellular users (CUs) and D2D pairs. The system supports a total number of
users (UEs) K = C ⋃M, where CUs are indexed by c = {1, 2, 3, ..., C} and D2D pairs are denoted by
m = {1, 2, 3, ...,M}. To improve the spectrum efficiency, we assume that CUs and D2D pairs share
the same set of resource blocks in an underlaid approach. According to the NOMA principle, we
assume that D2D users share cellular users’ RBs. A PD-NOMA enabled D2D based cellular system,
the BS needs a careful RB assignment to the D2D users so that it will not interfere with the CUs and
also maintain the NOMA SIC principle. Hence, the goal of this paper is to optimize the downlink RB
assignment and power allocation of D2D pairs jointly to improve the energy efficiency of the D2D
system while maintaining the QoS requirement of CUs. For a summary of symbols and parameters, a
list is provided in Table 2.

Table 2. List of symbols.

Symbol Description

M Number of D2D pairs
m Indexing for D2D pairs
C Number of CUs
c Indexing for CU
R Number of RBs
r Indexing for RB
K Total number of users

αm,r RB allocation variable for rth RB to mth D2D pairs
α = [αm,r]M×R Matrix of RB allocation for all D2D pairs

βr
m,c RB sharing variable for rth RB is shared between mth D2D and cth CU

β = [βr
m,c]M×C×R Matrix of RB sharing for all D2D pairs
hm,r Channel gain from mth D2D pair on rth RB
Γk,r Channel to noise ratio of kth user on rth RB
γk,r Signal-to-noise ratio of kth user on rth RB
Pm,r Power allocation of mth D2D pair on rth RB

PM = [Pm,r]M×R Matrix of power allocation for all D2D pairs
Pr

c,r Power allocation of mth D2D pair on rth RB
Pmax Maximum power budget of Bth base station
Pmax

r Maximum power budget of rth RB
dm Distance between mth D2D pair
Rc,r Data rate of cth CU on rth RB
Rm,r Data rate of mth D2D pair on rth RB
RTm Total data rate of all D2D pairs
Rmin Minimum data rate of cth CU

ξ Energy efficiency of D2D system
η Pathloss exponent
σ2 Noise power
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Figure 1. A D2D-enabled cellular networks.

The channel gain from D2D pair m on RB r is denoted as hm,r. The distance between D2D users
is denoted as dm. The allocating power from D2D users m on RB r is denoted as Pm,r ∈ (0, Pmax],
where Pmax denotes the maximum power of BS. Let Γk,r =

hk,r
σ2 be the channel to noise ratio (CNR) of

user k, where k ∈ K = C ⋃M. The CNRs of users on RB r are ordered as

Γ1,r ≥ ... ≥ ΓC,r ≥ ...ΓM,r.

For simplicity, we assume that each RB is often restricted to be assigned to two users [14], which is
helpful to reduce the error propagation of SIC. In this paper, D2D pair m uses the same RB r of cellular
user c. The D2D pair m desires to decode and remove interference from the superposition signal of CU
c using SIC on the rth RB. The interference cancellation is successful if the D2D user m received SINR
for the CU c signal is larger or equal to the received SINR of CU c for its own signal [7,15]. Therefore,
the condition of SIC decoding order between the mth D2D and cth CU is given by

Γc,r ≥ Γm,r (1)

The signal-to-interference-noise ratio (SINR) achieved by D2D user m on RB r using SIC can be
written as

γm,r =
Pm,rΓm,rd−η

m
1 + Pc,rΓm,r

. (2)

Then, data rates of cellular and D2D users on RB r are given respectively by

Rc,r = 4 f log2(1 + Pc,rΓc,r),

Rm,r = 4 f log2(1 +
Pm,rΓm,rd−η

m
1 + Pc,rΓm,r

),

where4 f denotes bandwidth allocated to each RB.
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3. Energy Efficiency Resource Allocation in PD-NOMA Based D2D Systems

The objective of resource allocation is to maximize the energy efficiency (ξ) of D2D systems by
utilizing non orthogonal spectrum access techniques. The EE can be measured by the total achievable
data rate in D2D system divided by total power, written as:

ξ = max
RTm(α, PM)

PM
(3)

= max ∑Mm=1 ∑Rr=1 αm,rRm,r

∑Mm=1 ∑Rr=1 Pm,r
. (4)

Notation αm,r indicates RB allocation between D2D user m on RB r with αm,r = 1 if RB r is assigned
to D2D user m and otherwise αm,r = 0. βr

m,c = 1 indicates that CU c share RB r to D2D user m.
We define the following constraint sets in order to maximize ξ in a cellular D2D system.

In constraint C1, each RB is associated with only one D2D pair. Similarly, constraint C2 ensures
that CU and D2D users share only one RB.

C1:
M
∑

m=1
αm,r ≤ 1, ∀r ∈ R, αm,r ∈ {0, 1},

C2:
R
∑
r=1

βr
m,c ≤ 1, ∀m ∈ M, ∀c ∈ C, βr

m,c ∈ {0, 1}.

Constraint C3 and C4 ensures the maximum power budget of each RB (Pmax
r ) and base station

respectively, i.e.,

C3: βr
m,c ∑

k∈{m,c}
Pk,r ≤ Pmax

r , ∀R,

C4: ∑
k∈K

∑
r∈R

Pk,r ≤ Pmax,

D2D users share the same RB of cellular users. To avoid interference and maintain SIC decoding
order, constraints C5 ensures the SIC decoding order in terms of power allocation, i.e.,

C5: Pm,r ≥ Pc,r, ∀βr
m,c = 1, Γm,r ≤ Γc,r.

As the CU shares the same RB with the D2D user, the minimum rate constraint ensures the QoS
of CU in C6 as

C6:
R
∑
r=1

βr
m,cRc,r ≥ Rmin, ∀c ∈ C.

where Rmin is the minimum data rate threshold value for CU.

Problem Formulation

The goal of this paper is to maximize the EE of D2D systems obtaining rate and power among
all D2D pairs while guaranteeing the minimum rate requirement of all CUs. To achieve this,
an optimization algorithm is required to perform EE resource allocation (e.g., RB and power allocation)
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and SIC decoding. The mathematical formulation of energy efficiency resource allocation problem in
the cellular D2D system is as follows:

P1: max
α,β,PM

ξ (5)

subject to: C1–C6.

In P1, the objective is to maximize the energy efficiency of the cellular D2D system by allocating
the same radio resources to both CU and D2D users. There are two optimization parameters considered
in this problem: (i) RB allocation of D2D users (i.e., αm,r ∈ {0, 1} and βr

m,c ∈ {0, 1}) and (ii) power
allocation for D2D users (i.e., Pm,r) and CUs (i.e., Pc,r).

4. Iterative Algorithm for Resource Allocation

The fractional objective function in P1 and the C1 and C2 constraints turn the problem P1 into a
mixed integer non-convex fractional programming problem. The objective function in P1 can transform
to the subtractive linear form [16,17] and solved according to the Dinkelbach theorem [18]. The relaxed
problem can be represented by:

P2: max
α,β,PM

RTm(α, PM)− q∗PM

subject to: C1–C6.

The iterative algorithms to obtain q∗ and resource allocation policy (i.e., (α, β, PM)) are given in
Algorithm 1 and Figure 2, respectively.

Compute CNR  ( m,r) of D2D user and apply 
Hungarian algorithm to select RB (r ) for D2D

pair (m)

Check
c,r m,r

YES

Apply GWF based PA to satisfy SIC constraint 
and maximum power constraint

From the set of D2D
pair, choose one D2D
pair (m), ||=||-1

Determine the feasible RBs for D2D users 

NO

Update RB (,) and power (PM) allocation

NO

Check 
Rc,rRminYES

Apply Hungarian algorithm to CNR  (c ,r) of CUs

Check
||1 

Figure 2. Iterative method for obtaining resource allocation {α, β, PM}.
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Algorithm 1: Iterative algorithm for obtaining q∗.

1 Initialization: t = 0 and q(t) = 0;
2 Set maximum number of iterations tmax and maximum tolerance level ε;
3 Iteration:;
4 while not converged OR t! = tmax do
5 Solve the problem P2 using iterative method of resource allocation policies (α, β, PM);
6 if RTm (α, β, PM)− q(t)PT(PM) ≤ ε then
7 converge=true;
8 return q∗ by Theorem 1;
9 Set (α∗, β∗, P∗M) = (α, β, PM)

10 end
11 else
12 converge=false;

13 return q(t + 1) = RTm (α∗ ,β∗ ,P∗M)
PM

14 end
15 end

In the cellular D2D system, we assume that the resource allocation policy is centrally coordinated
by the base station. Using the channel state information of the cellular users, the feasible set of resource
blocks for D2D users are determined. The key steps of the proposed solution are as follows:

• Each D2D user selects one RB from the feasible set of RBs, computes CNR (Γm,r) and compares
this value with the CNR (Γc,r) of the cellular users. To avoid interference, the condition in (1) is
needed to satisfy for RB selection for D2D users.

• After getting the RB for D2D user, an iterative SIC aware geometric water filling method is applied.
In the PD-NOMA based cellular D2D systems, the cellular and D2D user in the same RB use
different power levels to satisfy the SIC condition. In the GWF based power allocation, the user-RB
power is allocated in such a way that the user with the highest CNR gets the lowest power.

To implement this approach, the step depth in GWF follows the condition in (1) that accordingly
represent the highest CNR to highest depth, so that the lowest power is allocated to it. Therefore,
we represent the step depth, dk,r, as the inverse of normalized CNR as

dk,r =
Γk,r

∑k∈K Γk,r
. (6)

The user k ∈ {m, c} will be D2D user m and cellular user c sharing then RB r in a
non-orthogonal way.

Figure 3 shows the NOMA SIC aware GWF procedure. Using Equation (6), the inverse of
normalized CNR is represented as the largest depth, hence, we can apply the GWF method to
find the explicit solution of power allocation, which is defined as follows

Pk,r =

{
Pl∗ ,r + (dl∗ − dk), if 1 < k ≤ l∗

0, l∗ < k < |K|.
(7)

Here, l∗ denotes the maximum water level and Pl∗ ,r denotes the allocated power in l∗ level.
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Figure 3. Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) successive interference cancellation (SIC)-aware
geometric water filling (GWF) procedure.

Numerical Examples of Iterative method

The RB allocation of CUs and D2D pairs is estimated as follows:
The maximum number of users supported by a cellular D2D system is K = 5, where the number

of CUs is C = 3 and the number of D2D pairs isM = 2 using RB of CU in a non-orthogonal way.
The total number of RBs is R = 4. Here, the notation RB1, CU1 and D2D1 refer the resource block,
cellular user and D2D pair respectively and subscript 1 denotes their index. The symbol→ means
uses, i.e., CU1 → RB1 means the cellular user one uses the resource block one. Let the CNR of all CUs
is given as follows

Γc,r =


RB1 RB2 RB3 RB4

CU1 0.5 0.2 0.6 0.3
CU2 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.4
CU3 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.3

. (8)

For the RB allocation to the CUs, we can apply Hungarian matching algorithm [19] in Γc,r,
get one-to-one matching solution i.e., CU1 → RB3, CU2 → RB1 and CU3 → RB2.

As the D2D pairs share the same RB to the CUs, the feasibility set of RB to the D2D pair is
{RB1, RB2, RB3}. Assume the CNR information of D2D pair is as follows

Γm,r =

( RB1 RB2 RB3

D2D1 0.5 0.6 0.7
D2D2 0.7 0.2 0.5

)
. (9)

Similarly for the RB allocation to the D2D pairs, we apply Hungarian matching algorithm in (9)
and check the CNR constraint Γm,r ≤ Γc,r, get the RB allocation for D2D pairs as follows

D2D1 → RB1, that is D2D pair one uses the RB one. Also CU2 → RB1, the D2D1 shares the RB1

with the CU2 and set β1
1,2 = 1.

Similarly, D2D2 → RB3, where the D2D2 shares the RB3 with the CU1 and set β3
2,1 = 1.

The power allocation based on SIC aware GWF method is estimated as follows:
Assume that the total maximum power budget of the base station is Pmax = 8 dB. Let the

maximum power budget of each RB is Pmax
r = Pmax

R = 8
4 = 2 dB. Using RB maximum power (Pmax

r and
RB allocation (βr

m,c) information among D2D and CUs, we can compute the user power by utilizing
SIC aware GWF method. Figure 4 shows the results of the power allocation of RB1 and RB3 which
utilizes the calculation of using Equations (6) and (7).
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Figure 4. The results of the power allocation of RB1 and RB3 which utilizes the NOMA-SIC based
GWF method to estimate user power (a) Pr1 = 2 dB (b) Pr3 = 2 dB.

5. Simulation Results

In this section, we present some numerical results for energy-efficient resource allocation in
PD-NOMA supported a single cell cellular D2D system. The cell area is 100 m × 100 m with
a centrally located base station. The maximum distance between the D2D transmitter and the
receiver is 10 m. We assume that the system supports the maximum number of resource blocks
R = 50. The D2D pairs and the cellular users are distributed randomly according to the Poisson point
process. We set Pmax = 20 dBm and Pmax

r = 2 dBm. Other simulation parameters are listed in Table 3.
The log-distance-based path loss model is considered. All the simulation results are averaged over
1000 realizations. The sum data rate and energy efficiency performance of our proposed GWF based
power allocation method is compared with GWF based OMA method [8] and iterative water filling
based PD-NOMA [20] method.

Table 3. Simulation parameters.

Parameters Values

Total no. of D2D pairs,M 10–30

Total no. of cellular users, C 10–20

Total no. of RBs,R 10–50

Noise power spectrum density, σ2 −144 dBm/Hz

Path loss exponent, η 4

Figure 5 shows the performance of the sum data rate versus the number of D2D pairs for
different power allocation methods in OMA and NOMA. It can be observed that the sum data rate
performance of NOMA is better than OMA which is also reported in [15]. This can be explained by the
NOMA method supports more users than the OMA method which in turn improves the sum data
rate performance. In PD-NOMA, two RB allocation methods, i.e., Hungarian matching and greedy
algorithm are compared. The Hungarian method is adopted in our proposed solution PD-NOMA GWF
and the greedy method is adopted in PD-NOMA IWF. The sum-rate performance of GWF is better
than IWF based PD-NOMA method because, in the radio resource (i.e., RB) allocation, the Hungarian
matching algorithm finds one-to-one matching solution for D2D and cellular user depending on the
highest channel gain and SIC constraint. On the other hand, the greedy method does not consider the
highest channel gain and SIC constraints in the radio resource allocation.
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Figure 5. Performance of sum data versus number of D2D pairs with different power allocation method
in OMA and NOMA.

The energy efficiency performance of the PD-NOMA method is compared for two power allocation
approaches i.e., SIC aware geometric water filling and iterative water-filling method, as shown in
Figure 6. It is observed that the EE performance of PD-NOMA GWF is better than others. The GWF
method follows the SIC principal when estimates the step depth using the Equation (6). According to
the SIC principal, the user who has the highest channel gain gets the lowest power whereas the IWF
based PD-NOMA iteratively allocates power as long as the maximum power constraint is satisfied.
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Figure 6. Energy efficiency performance versus number of D2D pairs when C = 20.

Figure 7 shows the energy efficiency performances of PD-NOMA and OMA for the different
minimum data rate requirements of cellular users. It is observed when the minimum data rate
requirement of cellular users is increased, the EE performance of both multiple access methods is
decreased. However, the PD-NOMA GWF method shows the best EE performance than others. This is
because when the minimum data rate requirement is increased, the PD-NOMA method supports a
higher number of D2D users compared to the OMA method. Moreover, the PD-NOMA GWF method
considers SIC order and maximum RB power constraint during the power allocation which increases
the EE performance than the IWF based PD-NOMA method.
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Figure 7. Performance of energy efficiency with different minimum data rate requirements of
cellular users.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an iterative resource allocation method that incorporates the Hungarian
algorithm for resource block allocation and successive interference cancellation aware geometric water
filling method of power allocation for cellular D2D system. The D2D users use the same radio
resources of the cellular users using the power domain non-orthogonal method. The proposed iterative
resource allocation method has satisfied the resource allocation, successive interference cancellation,
and maximum power constraints as well as QoS constraints of cellular users. The simulation results
show that the proposed iterative algorithm improves EE in the D2D system through the non-orthogonal
and SIC aware power allocation.
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